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FISTS CW Club, Promoting Morse Code for over 31 Years

In this Issue

The GHD GD907WS Key

IK0IXI

Worn out, useless and kaput.

G3VBS

M0AVW Silent Key

M0CDL

The FISTS Pentagon Iambic Key

G0KOK

A simple cheap cover idea

G3YZZ

Restored keys
GHD GD907WS Fabio, IK0IXI #14539

*SUBSCRIPTIONS*
Become due on the
*1�� July 2020*

GW0VSW

Encouraging newcomers

G3KMG

CW on a Northern bound train

M0AEP

New “FISTS Collection” Disc from Club Sales
And more besides.

Founded in 1987 by the late George “Geo” Longden, G3ZQS

Club Goals
· Further the use of CW
· Encourage newcomers to use Morse code
· Engender friendships among members
Website: www.fists.co.uk

“Accuracy transcends speed,
courtesy at all times.”
“When you’ve worked a FISTS,
you’ve worked a friend.”
Email: kn@fists.co.uk

Centre of Activity Frequencies: 1.818, 3.558, 7.028, 10.118/128, 14.058, 18.085, 21.058,
24.908, 28.058, 50.058, 70.158, and 144.058.

G0KOK FISTS
Pentagon Iambic
key
See page 36

GW0VSW Restored Keys
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See page 14

Mr J Melvin
2 Salters Court, Gosforth
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE3 5BH

Web: www.g3liv.co.uk
Email: johnny.g3liv@gmail.com
Tel: 0191 2843028

CableTidy for Vibroplex keys

This is a series of 4 PC Boards and cables to
greatly simplify and tidy up the cable
connections of the shown VIBROPLEX keys.
The cables are 1 metre long and are
terminated in a standard metal 6.4 mm
stereo plug as found on most rigs. A 3.5 mm
stereo plug cable can be supplied if
REQUESTED.
The boards are double sided plated through
and Silver plated.
Red in colour to match the Vibroplex red paddle keys however there is now a BLACK
version for the VIBROPLEX ORIGINAL BUG models. The Rig cable is screened and flexible.
Universal, GHD (2 models), Lionel J-36, K8RA Paddles & RAF Type D CableTidys also available.

The keys are shown for demonstration ONLY and are NOT included in the price.
You are purchasing the PC Board of choice and its Key to Rig cable.
All models inclusive of UK post costs are £21.00 or at a discount price of £18.00 for
FISTS members (please quote your call sign when ordering).

Isoterm Interfaces
USB Deluxe Dual

PSK31 Isoterm MulticonUSB

Isoterm Multimode
interface

DATA Isoterm
Traveller

This is a range of radio-computer interfaces, available with a 5% discount for FISTS
members. For further information and pricing, visit www.g3liv.co.uk
ALL products can be viewed at www.g3liv.co.uk For reviews, see
www.eham.net/reviews/detail/9689 and www.eham.net/reviews/detail/1456

WOLFWAVE advanced audio processor
The “Swiss Army Knife” for all CW ops
¨
¨
¨

Superb Band pass Filtering
Hearing loss correction
Binaural reception and so much
more!
WWW.SOTABEAMS.CO.UK
+44 (0)1625-501643
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Club Contacts and Information
FISTS, PO Box 6743, TIPTON, DY4 4AU, UNITED KINGDOM Tel: +44(0)7519 604732

Key Note articles and comments:
Subscriptions and membership:
Slow Morse Scheme:
On-air activities:
Rallies:
Club Sales:
Awards:
FISTSCW Groups.io Group Forum help:
General Enquiries:
Subscriptions
These can be paid online at fists.co.uk/subs or posted to:

kn@fists.co.uk
members@fists.co.uk
qrs@fists.co.uk
activities@fists.co.uk
rallies@fists.co.uk
sales@fists.co.uk
awards@fistsna.org
forum@fists.co.uk
info@fists.co.uk

FISTS, PO Box 6743, TIPTON, DY4 4AU, UNITED KINGDOM.
Current Members ONLY:
£6 KN via Internet £8 KN post to UK

£10 KN post to Eu

£13 KN post to DX

Re-joiners and New Members ONLY:
Month of joining
or re-joining
Dec, Jan, Feb
Mar, Apr, May, Jun
Jul, Aug
Sep, Oct, Nov

Key Note
via Internet
£3.00
£7.25
£6.00
£4.50

Club Team and Responsibilities
Anne Webb
Chris Pearson G5VZ
David Perry G4YVM
Dennis Franklin K6DF
Graham Smith G3ZOD
Ian Jones G4MLW
John Griffin M0CDL
Mark Waldron M0BLT
Paul Webb M0BMN
Rob Walker M0BPT

Key Note by Post
£4.00 (£5.00 Europe, £6.50 DX)
£9.50 (£12.00 Europe, £15.75 DX)
£8.00 (£10.00 Europe, £13.00 DX)
£6.00 (£7.50 Europe, £9.75 DX)

Club Sales
Ad hoc
Activities Manager
Awards
Website
Awards Printing and Distribution
QRS Scheme, Treasurer
fistscw Groups.io group, Ad hoc
Rallies, Ad hoc
Key Note Editor, QSL Bureau, Post, Ad hoc
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QSL Bureau

www.fists.co.uk/buro

Please send outgoing QSL cards and any questions to the QSL Bureau Manager:
Robert Walker M0BPT
Email: buro@fists.co.uk
FISTS, PO Box 6743, TIPTON, DY4 4AU, England, UK.
Please write FISTS and the member number of the station
you contacted at the top left of the QSL card. The bureau can
also accept cards to be sent to members of RSGB, RSARS,
RAFARS, RNARS and G-QRP. Please write the organisation name at the top left.
Incoming QSL cards for UK members: These are handled by the QSL Bureau
Sub-managers. Please send them your stamped, self-addressed envelopes:

Wales and SWL
Paul Webb M0BMN,
41 Lancaster Gardens
WOLVERHAMPTON WV4 4DN
paul@fists.co.uk

G0
Bill McGill GM0DXB,
112 West Main Street, Armadale,
Bathgate, West Lothian EH48 3JB
billmcgill@btinternet.com

G1, G2, G5, G6, G7, G8 and
Specials (GB, GX, MX etc.)

G3 and G4

John Griffin M0CDL, 35 Cottage Street, Jim Steel M0ZAK, 6 Central Avenue,
Shepshed LE12 9HP
Kingswinford DY6 7QE
m0zak@ntlworld.com
john@fists.co.uk

M and 2
Phil Hughes 2E0DPH, 111 Wisbech
Road, Littleport, Ely CB6 1JJ
2e0dph@fists.co.uk

Incoming QSL cards for Eu & DX members: Please send postage and not
envelopes—contact Robert M0BPT (details above) for more information.

Prices in Key Note
Some articles in Key Note quote prices for products. These are correct at the time
of writing and typically do not include delivery. GBP indicates UK pounds and USD
indicates USA dollars; other standard 3-letter currency abbreviations may appear.
Please be aware that if importing products from outside your country, you may
have to pay additional taxes and duties on import.
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Editorial

Rob M0BPT #5576

Welcome all, to the first edition of 2020. I hope the festive period was enjoyed
by all, and many had new equipment as gifts.. Share with us what radio related
items you received at Christmas.
Some may be aware that Cypriot Licensees are being allowed to use the 5B60
prefix during 2020 to commemorate 60 years of the existence of the Republic of
Cyprus. I had hoped to be operational as 5B60AMA during June/July. But this is
looking rather unlikely
As I prepare this edition for publication, the world is dealing with the Covid-19
pandemic. The society has had to act to ensure the safety of members and
volunteers. See M0BMN’s message on Page 13 explaining why we have had to
make decisions for 2020.
We have good content for this edition of the publication; I thank all who answer
my plea for articles for inclusion. But, (Yes here I go again) articles are always
needed for each edition. So please consider this if you’re at a loss for brain
stimulation at any time, and whilst we’re in isolation; pick up your quill, a piece
of parchment, and scribble away! Your thoughts, reminisces, acumen, money
saving ideas within the hobby are gratefully received by the membership! I look
at G3YZZ’s idea which he shares with us in this edition, as a simple but effective
solution.
Whilst our countries (and many others) population enters a time of isolation;
whether it be self induced or strongly recommended by the authorities due to
health conditions; why not take time to play radio?
I’m hoping to find time to get some aerials up at M0BPT and the radio’s out of
storage. I’m sure many of us are finding this awful time in our planets history
unsettling and cause for concern; to say the least!
Closing the editorial, I wish all well, take care! No unnecessary risks to be taken.
At this time, health and self preservation are of paramount importance! If
anyone is working with the emergency services, or has family who are, then
you/they have my utmost respect and support! May they all “be safe”
As ever, Enjoy the publication.
With 73. Robert. MØBPT / 5B4AMA.
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Product news

SOTABEAMS 2M Bandpass filter.

New 2 metre filter stops interference
Many handie-talky radios suffer from severe interference from nearby
transmitters - particularly on hilltop sites. Blocking is a reduction in sensitivity
that can be hard to detect. When a radio is being blocked all callers (even strong
ones) can appear weak or may even be undetectable.
The SOTABEAMS band pass filter is a small, rugged and lightweight filter that
eliminates virtually all interference problems. The filter is a helical design that is
made especially for SOTABEAMS. It is simply attached between the radio and
antenna.
Richard of SOTABEAMS has made a short video about various methods to
combat blocking which can be seen on the SOTABEAMS website:
https://www.sotabeams.co.uk/bandpass-filter-for-2m/
______________________________
Samples for review available on request.
Richard Newstead
G3CWI
Visit our store: http://www.sotabeams.co.uk
Follow us on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/sotabeams
Follow us on Twitter: http://twitter.com/SOTAbeams
Phone us: +44 (0) 1625 501643
SOTABEAMS
Unit 1 The Green
Fountain Street
Macclesfield
SK10 1JN
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Kits & modules for QRP enthusiasts!

Kits & modules for QRP enthusiasts!
NEW! QCX mono-band 5W CW tcvr kit!
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Available for 80, 60, 40, 30, 20 or 17m
CW Decoder, Iambic keyer
Easy all through-hole component assembly
Comprehensive 138-page manual
High performance receiver, 200Hz CW filter
Full or Semi QSK operation
WSPR and CW beacon mode
Preset frequencies and stored messages
Rotary-encoder tuned VFO with A, B and Split
BUILT-IN test equipment (DVM, RF Power,
Freq counter, Sig Gen) for alignment and testing – NO additional test equipment required!
And more!

Only $49

See http://qrp-labs.com/qcx

Order online at http://qrp-labs.com using PayPal or bank transfer.
Note: prices are based in US $.

GØPNM
Laser
● Bespoke Morse Key Covers from £35
● QRP Labs QCX Stand including hardware & etching £20
● LED Edge Lit Signs and Clocks from £25

Prices include worldwide shipping. For
more information, visit www.g0pnm.uk,
Facebook g0pnm or email pete.sobye@icloud.com
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Official Partner

Membership Report

Graham G3ZOD #8385

S

ubscriptions become due on 1�� July to cover until 30�� June 2021.

If you have already paid—thank you. If not, please do so in time. You
can pay online at fists.co.uk/renew using a credit card, debit card,
PayPal account or Nochex account. If you want to make a bank
transfer, please fill in the form at the above link and it will give you the details
you need. Alternatively, you can send a cheque through the post. Please
consider setting up a bank standing order; there is a form with details in the
Members’ Area fists.co.uk/members that you can print and send to your bank
or use the details on it it to set up an annual transfer using online banking.
To find out if your subscription will be due, you can log into the website’s
Members’ Area fists.co.uk/members and your date is given towards the top of
the page. Additionally, if you receive a printed Key Note (and hopefully we will
still be able to provide this at this time this edition goes to press despite the
upheaval in the UK), your renewal date is printed on your envelope.
The subscriptions for renewals are £6 (GBP) with Key Note downloaded (PDF
files), £8 (GBP) with Key Note posted to UK addresses, £10 (GBP) with Key Note
posted to Europe, and £13 (GBP) with Key Note posted to anywhere else.
If you are having financial difficulties due to the extraordinary circumstances as
a result of COVID–19, please feel free to discuss this with our Treasurer,
John M0CDL m0cdl@fists.co.uk
If sending in a cheque, please write your callsign and member number on the
back, and, with bank transfers and standing orders, include them as the
reference. (Over the years, the Treasurer and I have become expert detectives
at figuring out who sent in mysterious payments, but there are other activities
we would rather be doing. HI)
Finally on this topic, our postage costs have increased yet again this year as of
course have all our costs. We have coped without an increase in subscriptions
for a decade, which is pretty good going, but we will almost certainly need to
increase them next year.
Silent Keys
I’m sorry to report that the following are now Silent Keys:
Stan
GD3LSF
#6059
Roy
M1ERF
#12548
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Membership Report

Graham G3ZOD #8385

Not a FISTS member, but highly significant in the CW world, sadly Marshall Emm,
N1FN, is now a Silent Key. He was well known for his Morse Express store
www.morseexpress.com (part of his Milestone Technologies business as was (or
is) Oak Hills Research and Ameco) selling probably the largest variety of Morse
keys and related items in the world. At the time of writing, the website is still
running so I am unsure of the status of the business.
Our thoughts go out to all the relatives and friends of the Silent Keys.
New Members
A warm welcome to the following new members:
Mike
Silverio
Philip
Bruce
Russell
Timo
Martin
Andrew
Phil
Chris
Jonathan
Jim
Ron
Dave
John
Karlheinz
Jorge

G4HCC
IU0ITX
G1TAI
G4EUW
GSWL54
OH1TH
DK2EC
M0ROL
GW17074
F5IYC
M0JDR
G0UON
G0MBV
G0PGK
M0JDT
DK8KK
CR7AWB

19675
19676
19677
19678
19679
19681
19682
19683
19684
19685
19686
19687
19688
19689
19690
19691
19692

Mike
Rod
Hans
Max
Alan
David
Alex
Ray
Joshua
Neil
Malcolm
Roy
Gabo
James
Steve
Keith
Phill

GW4HXO
GSWL55
LB6GG
G4SDX
M7ESI
G0FSJ
EU1LR
G3IOI
GSWL56
M0NBJ
M0VVT
G3FYX
HA0GB
M7HKY
G6JEF
M0KNG
M1PUW

19693
19694
19800
19801
19802
19803
19804
19805
19806
19807
19808
19809
19810
19811
19813
19814
19815

Feri
Thomas
Nigel
David
Catherine
Darwin
Dave
Ruud
Erik
Scot
Charlie
Hanz
Dave
Cris
Paolo

HA0NDN
HB9FKF
G0CEL
M0ITR
GM4FYH
EI3IHB
G4FKI
PA3BKD
SM6RXZ
2E0WWV
M5RFD
YL3JD
G1ORK
YO3LW
IK2SAE

19816
19817
19818
19819
19820
19821
19822
19823
19824
19825
19826
19827
19828
19829
19830

Achievements
Congratulations to:
● Liam M7LPD on achieving his Advanced Licence and new callsign M0LMD.
● Jim 2E0HBV on achieving his Advanced Licence and new callsign M0JCP.
● Pete M6VPH on achieving his Advanced Licence and new callsign M0VPH.
● Henry M6HGB on achieving his Intermediate licence and new callsign
2E0NRY.
Signing Off
COVID-19 has had consequences on amateur radio; what comes to mind is the
RSGB ban on shared and multi-operator contest stations as does the cancellation
of radio rallies / hamfests and pause in SOTA activities. On the positive side,
hopefully many operators will have more time to get on the air.
Please take great care and keep healthy. 73 de Graham G3ZOD
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Event Calendar 2020
First day
Wed 01 Jan
Sun 12 Apr
Sun 26 Apr
Mon 27 Apr
Sun 10 May
Sun 10 May
Mon 18 May
Sun 24 May
Sun 14 Jun
Sun 28 Jun
Sun 28 Jun
Wed 01 Jul
Wed 01 Jul

Sun 12 Jul
Sun 26 Jul

Available online at fists.co.uk/events

Last day

Event

Times (UTC)

Tue 30 Jun

EuCW Snakes & Ladders
FISTS Eu Ladder
FISTS Eu Ladder
EuCW QRS Week
RSGB 4m CW Contest
FISTS Eu Ladder
FISTS Eu Dunkirk Memorial
FISTS Eu Ladder
FISTS Eu Ladder
RSGB 6m CW Contest
FISTS Eu Ladder
EuCW Snakes & Ladders
FISTS Eu Straight Key Week

0000-2359 each day
1400-1600, 1800-2000
1400-1600, 1800-2000
0000-2359
0900-1200
1400-1600, 1800-2000
0000-2359
1400-1600, 1800-2000
1400-1600, 1800-2000
0900-1200
1400-1600, 1800-2000
0000-2359 each day
1 hour sessions at
0000, 0300, 0600, 0900,
1200, 1500, 1800, 2100
1400-1600, 1800-2000
1400-1600, 1800-2000

Fri 01 May

Fri 05 Jun

Thu 31 Dec
Tue 07 Jul

FISTS Eu Ladder
FISTS Eu Ladder

There is a brief version of the above calendar at the top right of the website home page
fists.co.uk and a full one at fists.co.uk/events.
Members worldwide are encouraged to join in all FISTS activities regardless of which
FISTS Chapter (group) is running them.
Ladder (FISTS Europe):
Sessions take place on the 2ⁿ� and 4�� Sunday of each month. This is an easy-going event
with friendly, conversational QSOs. Any band from 160m and higher in frequency except
for 60m, 30m, 17m, and 12m. The minimum exchange is:
RST, first name, QTH, and member number (if applicable)
For the full rules, see fists.co.uk/ladder.
EuCW Snakes & Ladders:
Bands are 160m–2m excluding 60m and 4m. This has two, 6 month sessions per year
and the current 2020 one started on 1�� January. QSOs must be at least 5 minutes long.
Logs must be ADIF files and include:
Start date/time, end date/time, Callsign, Mode (CW), Frequency (MHz), RST sent,
RST received, name*, QTH*, and a 4 or 6 character locator*
(*It is Recommended that these are exchanged over the air.)
For the full rules, see eucw.org/sl.html.
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Event Calendar 2020

Available online at fists.co.uk/events

RSGB 4m and 2m CW Contests:
These are 3 hour contests that are much more relaxed than HF contests; don’t expect to
get all ‘5NN’ reports! Keying speeds are mostly moderate. Exchange:
4m: RST, serial number, 6 character locator, & UK&CD stations first 2 letters of postcode.
6m: RST, serial number, 6 character locator.
For the full rules, see:
4m: tinyurl.com/fourcw20
2m: tinyurl.com/sixcw20
Note: the RSGB has changed the rules for all their contests such that operations can only
take place from home stations and with single operators (except in the case of resident
family members operating a home station).
EuCW QRS Week:
A relaxed event for licensed amateurs and SWLs, with newcomers to CW in mind.
Maximum speed is 14 wpm.
No decoders, keyboards, or automated CW other than for sending CQ calls. Call CQ or
CQ QRS. QSOs must be at least 5 minutes long. Bands are 160m–2m excluding 60m and
4m. There is no minimum exchange required. For the full rules, see
eucw.org/euqrs.html.
Straight Key Week 2020 (FISTS Europe):
This takes place between 01 July and 07 July 2020. This is another friendly event with
eight, 1-hour sessions per day starting at 0000, 0300, 0600, 0900, 1200, 1500, 1800, &
2100 UTC. One QSO with a station per day.
Any amateur radio band in your licence is allowed except for 12m, 17m, 30m, 60m, and
bands lower in frequency than 160m. To enter a log, you must use a straight key or sideswiper key i.e. no fully-automatic keys, semi-automatic keys, keyers or computer
generated Morse code is allowed; your QSO partner may however use any type of
keying. The minimum exchange is:
RST, first name, QTH, and member number (if applicable)
For the full rules, see fists.co.uk/skw.

Dunkirk Memorial (FISTS Europe):
For details, please see the Activities Report from David G4YVM in this edition of
Key Note.
Please note that a new version of the FISTS Log Converter program for Windows is
being prepared to support the Straight Key Week and Dunkirk Memorial activities.
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FISTS radio rally attendance 2020

Paul M0BMN #5533

After a lot of consideration FISTS will NOT be attending any Shows for the
foreseeable future.
FISTS have a lot of members in the ‘At Risk’ group and it would not be right for
us to encourage them to large gatherings. We always will try and attend a
number of rallies each year but of course our members (and our volunteers)
health must be given top priority.
I am sure you understand . Lets hope we all get through this and keep well.
So spend your time on air instead, if you hear someone calling CQ; now more
than ever give them a call back, it could be someone on their own that really
could do with a bit of a chat.
We have not ruled out the National Hamfest held on the 25�� - 26�� September;
depending on how things progress with the Covid - 19 virus.
73 and stay safe
Paul M0BMN
FISTS Rally co-ordinator

Writing for Key Note
Articles for Key Note are very welcome. Please send them by email to
kn@fists.co.uk or by post to:
FISTS, PO Box 6743, TIPTON, DY4 4AU, UNITED KINGDOM.
Handwritten, typed, or most electronic formats are acceptable. Photographs
and diagrams are very helpful. If writing about a topic that isn’t directly CWrelated, please let us know beforehand so that we can discuss whether it will be
suitable for Key Note. Please send image files without resizing them—they will
be included in the “digital” and paper Key Notes at suitable resolutions. Also,
please do not overlay captions on images; we will add the captions where
necessary outside the image. (This allows us to use an appropriate font style
and size, is easier to read than an overlaid caption, and works with screenreading software.) Articles may appear in other FISTS CW Club newsletters but
nowhere else without your permission; if you have additional requirements with
regard to copyright, please let us know.
Finally, you must obtain permission to use existing material from the web or
books from the owner or publisher, even if it is only extracts.
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Restored Keys

Carl. GW0VSW # 1887

Having a few weeks off work gave me the chance to restore a few recently
acquired Morse keys which might be of interest to other members.
(Images: Page 2 of the publication)
The first is from the old department store of A.W. Gamage; Holborn London.
I'm guessing around 1915. Housed in what looks like a mahogany case it
consists of a key which can be switched to operate either a buzzer or light. Both
of which are still working. The key could be connected to another set for
practice via terminal nuts on the top. Underneath a sliding door allows access
to wiring and placement of a battery. Apparently the original cost was about
sixteen shillings and six pence. The key has a reasonable feel to it and on its
own would be great for portable use on a suitable base. I'll have to look for
another!
The second key is an Admiralty Pattern 7681 key which was probably
manufactured in the late 40’s by Ward & Goldstone Ltd, Salford. It came
complete with cable clamps and only needed light cleaning. It has rather large
contacts in it and presumably had a metal cover at one time. It has a smooth
movement but is rather ‘clunky’ compared to the later ‘NATO’ style keys.
73 Carl Mason GW0VSW #1887

Encouraging newcomers

Dave G3KMG #124

Hi Rob,
First of all, it was good to see you at Spennymoor and with such a good set up!
I like to encourage newcomers and to this end I go on 20m above 14050 where
QRS congregates to give a few QSO's. Yesterday, 4th January, I dipped into the
80m QRS segment AFS contest and was disappointed to find activity a bit
sparse. Members may need reminding - or informing - that in this contest, 3565
- 3570 is reserved for sending no more than 15 wpm. This is great for
encouraging less experienced operators to get practice and experience. In
contrast, there was quite a lot of activity at the bottom of the band with some
of the very high speed merchants even scaring me away after 65 years of
operating! It was so peaceful and civilised at the QRS end...
There are RSGB Club Championship contests with these rules and it would be
nice if Fists members joined in to give some practice. Maybe they could be
reminded of these events with a list in Keynote and also about other QRS band
spots to help, as our motto says: "Promote Morse Code"?
73, Dave, G3KMG #124
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CW on a north-bound slow train from London!

Graham. M0AEP #18135

I was among hundreds, if not thousands, of passengers stranded at the London,
Kings Cross railway station on the evening of Thursday 25�� July during the U.K.
summer heat-wave when London temperatures had hit 38C. Virtually all northbound train services had been cancelled from this and other terminals due to
the hot weather causing sagging of overhead power lines.
So, when it was announced that an emergency train to the north would possibly
depart about 1930 hrs. I managed to get a seat at a table for 4 people.
The train departure was further delayed due to operational reasons and that
delay, believe it or not, brought about my astonishing CW experience!
Immediately prior to eventual departure a mother with her young daughter
were ushered aboard by staff and they joined me at the table seating.
As the train powered slowly north the little girl, Emma – probably about 9 or 10
years old, asked Mum to test her sign language knowledge. Neither appeared to
actually need it but I watched and listened as Emma apparently correctly
responded with her hand movements to Mum’s testing. I was half dozing having
spent a long hot day at the Lords Test Match when suddenly I heard the word
“Morse”!
Emma had been asked by Mum to practice her knowledge of the Morse
alphabet. A notebook was produced by Emma from her little backpack.
“Q” said Mum. “Dash dash dot dash” said Emma without hesitation or
reference to her notebook.
“N” said Mum. “Dash dot”quickly replied Emma.
“C” said Mum. I couldn’t resist it! “Dah Di Dah Dit” I said, before Emma could
reply and much to both their amazement's!
What followed was a lively discussion about Morse and the fact that it was
designed to be mainly heard rather than a visual means of communication by
dashes and dots.
Mum had learned Morse dash dots as a teenager to code her letters in French
Morse so no one could read them except the friends for whom they were
intended! Fascinating!
She hadn’t really appreciated the possibility of using Morse as an audible means
of communication. But they were both enamoured with the idea of a rhythmic
sound to convey the Morse alphabet.
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CW on a north-bound slow train from London!

Graham, M0AEP #18135

I had to explain how I came to know Morse and that in itself was digested with
interest as Mum had been in the scouts and also knew how to use semaphore!
Peterborough, Grantham & Newark slowly passed as the train under
operational speed restraints gradually covered the miles north in the
encroaching darkness.
By this time dash dash dot dash had become a rhythmic “dah dah di dah”
Following my guidance the other letters quickly were pronounced in the same
pattern and then even numbers too.
To help with numbers rhythm I gave the example of combining 7 and 3 to make
73 which I explained was a shorthand way that radio amateurs use to say
goodbye in Morse code.
As I gathered my belongings to leave the train after a prolonged three and half
hours, but enjoyable, trip which would normally have been two hours, Emma
suddenly chipped in with a super Dah dahdididitDididit Dah dah!
A remarkable experience indeed; you never know where your Morse knowledge
may be useful and so enjoyable!
Chinese MX-P50M HF amplifier Yaesu FT817/FT817ND
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Peter Gi0FZT #19667

GHD GD907WS An innovative key

Fabio. IX0IXI #14539

The GHD has always stood out for innovation and this key perhaps represents the
maximum expression. The devil is in the details, and GHD's choice of materials,
dimensions, and other technical features, results in a bug that has an unusually
crisp and precise feel over its entire speed range. It is an “Autokey” or a “Dual Lever + Dual - Arm” key, so it’s equipped with a double lever driving two
independent arms. In the history of Morse keys there has been some examples of
semi-automatic Dual Lever keys (bugs) but in the case of the GD907WS we are
faced with a key that not only own a double actuator (Dual Lever) but also two
completely independent arms. This particular configuration makes it absolutely
different from any other Bug. In fact, an Autokey is a mechanical key capable of
automatically generating
both Dots and Dashes
(Full Auto). Technically
speaking, the GD907WS
should be called "Double
Bug" but it is not a term
that gives a good idea of
the Full-Auto sending
that this key is able to
do. In fact, the Full-Auto
CW capability has always
been associated with
electronic Keyers, not
with Bugs, therefore I
consider more
appropriate to identify it as Autokey. I would add that the GD907WS is not the
first Autokey in telegraph key history but this one here has unique characteristics.
In fact the GD907WS from Dual Lever can be transformed into a Single Lever,
therefore the two arms can be controlled by a single central lever. Furthermore,
the GD907WS can also work as a classic Bug key with automatic Dots and manual
Dashes (Semi-Auto) simply by locking the right arm by an on-board device.
Consequently this key has a double personality: Autokey (with Double or Single
lever option) or traditional Bug (with Double or Single lever option) as well. I
believe there’s never been a telegraph key with these features. But let's see it in
detail.
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MECHANICAL OVERVIEW
To achieve Autokey operation, the GHD has provided the GD907WS two
identical arms of same size except for the width of the leaf springs. This
because at GHD they wanted to maintain a certain symmetry in the design but,
at the same time, they had to satisfy the need to have two different oscillation
speeds (Dots and Dashes). By mounting two springs of the same thickness but
different height (or width), they earned the double result of having two
identical arms but with two clearly different oscillation speeds. The springs are
both 0.63 mm thick, but the Dashes spring is 15 mm high and the Dots spring is
12 mm. More height slows down the oscillation frequency and 3 mm difference
is enough to allow so on this key. A brilliant idea. If one choose to operate in
Dual Lever mode the two arms are driven directly by the paddles; the
operator’s fingers acts directly on the two arms. But if one choose to operate in
Single Lever mode, a third central lever comes into action moving alternately
the two arms. In this case the operator’s fingers acts on this third lever only. On
this lever there is a centering arm with a plunger: both needs to be precisely
adjusted so that the Dots – Dashes change over be done perfectly. In fact, it’s
imperative that one arm starts moving only when the other one is stationary,
and this condition can be obtained only by adjusting the mentioned arm and
plunger. Same the two Dampers as well, which act in perfect alternative
movement. The Dampers, as for any traditional bug key, go slightly in support
to smoothly dampen the arm oscillation. The mechanical structure of the arms
is the same as for a traditional bug key, therefore for each arm there is a
Damper, the backstop screw and the relative return spring screw. These must
be adjusted so that each arm has such an oscillation that ensures perfect
generation of Dots and Dashes as well as an elastic response that allows the
arms to return to its stationary position. It must be said that on the GD907WS
an accurate adjustment of the two weights is also required to obtain a correct
1: 3 ratio full automatic sending. The speed of Dots and Dashes depends on the
position of the weights, which are absolutely not bound together; it’s therefore
up to the operator to find the exact setting point for each of them. The
adjustment of the two weights of 18.0 grs. each must be carried out whenever
it is desired to modify the sending speed.
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The GD907WS range is between 23 and 40 WPM approximately. On this key
the Dampers should be adjusted individually; once the arm oscillation has
reached the proper width; When in full auto mode there are no contacts
working on the GD907WS!
GHD has installed a pair of optical sensors instead of the classic Dot contact
(hairpin) and Dash contact (tip). This choice entailed 3 advantages:
1) Perfect waveform both on rising and falling edges;
2) Absence of classic “sliding Dots”;
3) Absence of periodic contact cleaning ;
The presence of the two optical sensors has complicated the mechanics and
required the presence on board of an electronic circuit for their management,
located under the heavy base (2.3 kg). A 13.8 VDC power supply is therefore
required but nothing more. On the other hand, there are the advantages
indicated above which are all important innovations never seen before on a
mechanical Morse key. The perfect rising and falling edges of the Dot – Dash
elements makes itself the presence of the sensors something wonderful, no
more blurring or turbidity of signs that tend to be on hairpin contacts. The two
optical sensors are installed on a moving plate and are independently
adjustable: this allows a very precise setting of the sending waveform and,
consequently, the "Code sound" that characterizes the GD907WS. It’s possible
to characterize both the sound of the Dots and Dashes giving to the sending
any sound you want. Unlike a traditional bug where only Dots can be
characterized, on the GD907WS you can modify the sound of Dashes as well.
The two weights determine the speed of the Dots and Dashes while the
sensors characterize their waveform. To obtain a perfect Full-Auto sending
both the Speed and Waveform parameters must be taken care of. A very
reliable method is the use of the Audio Monitor feature on my IC-7300.. With
this function it is possible to monitor the CW transmission envelope. Do not
overlook the other 2 advantages, which a bug key user can certainly
appreciate.
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FULL-AUTO SENDING
The use of the GD907WS is peculiar. If one comes from electronic keyer sending
must to forget everything previously learned. On this key there is no Dot and
Dash memory, automatic spacing, neither Iambic function (C, R, K ..). Absolutely
nothing... We are faced with a "naked" keyer, completely devoid of any
electronic help .... what comes out will be due only to the perfect setting and our
ability. The only thing that the GD907WS will be able to do without our help is
the Dots and Dashes repeating cycle, nothing else. The rest we have to do
ourselves ... So a good skill is needed to be able to operate the GD907WS so that
the best telegraphy comes out. The goal is to be able to obtain a perfect
"electronic" code sending using a completely mechanical key. Not easy challenge
but a great satisfaction.
SEMI-AUTO SENDING
As we have mentioned, when you switch to Semi-Automatic mode the
mechanical configuration of the GD907S is modified. In particular, the right arm
is firmly locked by a on-board device which, also going electrically to ground,
inhibits the Dashes optical sensor. As you know the semi-automatic sending
involves a Dots – Dashes liaison too hard to be managed by an ON-OFF optical
sensor. So the GHD has wisely foreseen that when in semi-automatic mode the
Dashes backstop screw, which is equipped with a tip, will act as a traditional
contact, while the Dots points will continue to be generated by their optical
sensor. Simply brilliant ...
CONCLUSIONS
This is a very particular key, rather rare and costly, I would also say "impressive"
in size and complexity. I can't deny that, although my experience as a Bug key
user for almost 30 years, it has taken me a long time before I managed to adjust
it properly. But it was a very interesting journey, a challenge that I gladly faced in
the belief that if GHD had built it, then there had to be a way to use it ... don't
you?
73 Fabio, IK0IXI (W3IX) FISTS #14539

P.S. The GD907WS is no longer available. It has been replaced by the GN209FS-P
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A chance meeting on a social media amateur radio site saw myself and
K7ZB open a dialogue between each other. I subsequently found out that
he was an author of CW and radio related content book(s). And he has
graciously allowed me to publish “Nate goes to war” Which I shall serialise
during 2020 - Ed.

Bob Houf learned International Morse Code as a 13 year old in 1963, taught
by a railroad telegrapher, Charlie, K8OUQ (SK). He became a Novice Class
ham, WN8KEX that year and continued on as WA8KEX, a General Class ham.
In 1967 Bob joined the US Navy and spent the next 6 years serving in the
Silent Service on a missile submarine. In addition to duties as a Missile
Technician, he qualified as Radioman of the Watch and copied TACAMO CW
in the boat’s radio shack while on patrol.
After military service, Bob earned a BSEE degree from The Ohio State
University and spent the next 40+ years in the electronics industry.
About a year ago, Bob decided to learn American Morse Code as used on
the railroads long ago and has communicated with other old time “lightning
slingers” on the internet Morse KOB system using a vintage Great Northern
Railroad telegraph sounder.
Morse code in its various forms has been part of Bob’s life for going on 57
years with no end in sight.
Bob signs K7ZB now and still pounds brass up to 45WPM, particularly fond
of the Vibroplex Original his parents gave him in 1965 which he usually
sends at 22WPM…
More information on TACAMO CW can be found here - Ed
URL: http://www.tacamo.org
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Nate Goes to War –CHRISTMAS EVE, 1941
© 2019 All Rights Reserved Robert E. Houf K7ZB
The sounder’s armature ceased its clatter at exactly 0347 in the frozen morning
of December 24th, 1941.
Charlie finished writing the Train Order in his signature script – the onion skin
copies looked like calligraphy, just the way he was trained to do and had, in
fact, been doing for the past 23 years.
Once the engineer and conductor picked off the order from the hoop, they
would have no trouble reading it by the light of the fire box or the lantern. Back
in from the cold, Charlie sat down, leaned back, yawned and stretched in the
wooden desk chair – the one with the arm rests and rollers that let him swivel
around the operating desk to reach his bug, the Form 19’s and other essential
bits of stuff he needed to keep the trains running through his little one-man
depot at Musselman Station. He knocked the cold ashes out of his pipe and
looked outside the window. The heavy snow was over now, and it was bright
moonlight, the edges of the windowpanes had frosted up and the temperature
was dropping. No chance of more snow now with 10 inches on the ground but
the one-room station office was chilly, and it was time to put more coal in the
stove.
Charlie took some pipe tobacco out of the Prince Albert can and tamped it in,
lit the pipe with a kitchen match struck against the sole of his boot and put
another pot of coffee on to get him through the night until the day shift
operator showed up.
Traffic on the telegraph wires had picked up like a whirlwind after Pearl
Harbour and the once sleepy stop on the line had now started moving
equipment and men to their new homes in basic training far from southern
Ohio.
As he sent a blue cloud of pipe smoke up in the air, he wondered what the
telegraph traffic had been like when Camp Sherman, just north of Chillicothe,
was at its peak during the last war. It must have kept the Army’s 83rd Division
Signal Corps Telegraph Battalion in constant motion with their training activity.
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After the war period ended some of the same land would become property of
the Veteran’s Administration and a massive hospital complex would be built for
returning WWI and even some of the oldest Civil War veterans.
Charlie liked the new pace on his division, but he was growing more concerned
with every passing week as the nation began to gear up for war – it was clear we
would be fighting on two fronts and very soon; again.
Born in 1901 and a railroad telegrapher since he was a late teenager, Charlie had
been quite aware of the impact of a world war. He was too young to enter “The
war to end all wars” but old enough to read the local newspaper accounts of
battles across Europe. And worse, he saw what happened when the men came
back who had fought on the front – the VA hospital across town was overrun
with soldiers who had seen too much. The mental health wards of the hospital
were filled with vacant stares - the so-called “thousand yard stare” of men who
spent too much time in trenches being pounded by the thunderous heavy guns
of the enemy, day after day after day. Along the two-lane highway north of town
the brown wooden government sign on the front lawn of the facility told it all…
“The Price of Freedom is Visible Here”
His memories of the past war were jarred from mind as the sounder started
chattering again, this time from JK down the line in town.
But it was not a new order - JK was asking Charlie how his son, Nate, was doing
in the Navy. Charlie thought about it and sent “I I”, di-dit di-dit, to let JK know he
was there and intended to reply but he hesitated to start the chat.
Nate had finished high school in June and was shaping up as a fine telegrapher in
his own right when December 7th changed his plans. Like many telegraph
operators, the art and skill of telegraphy was passed along from family member
to member, whether it was mother to daughter or father to son or any other
combination. Charlie had Nate start during his early teens copying the sounder
as he sat by his side. It was a lot more fun than sweeping out the small office or
emptying the ash from the pot-bellied stove in the corner.
Sam the cat was always hanging around, brushing up against Nate’s leg as he
took down the messages and practiced his script. The calico cat had a fascination
for bugs and would lie down by the operator and occasionally bat at the weights
as the dits were sent. But he kept the field mice out during the winter and had
the run of the office – as long as he didn’t interfere with the operator’s fist.
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The perfect flowing lines and baroque curlicues of his Dad’s handwriting would
come with practice but for now Nate focused on getting the code down with
total accuracy.
Charlie was proud of his son and told him so in a way that would not puff him
up – but it was clear as the cold night sky that Nate had a gift for telegraphy. His
father was mystified a bit as to how his son could keep the two Morse codes
straight – American Morse on the railroad that sounded like clicks and clacks
and International Morse on the radio waves Nate worked when he was on the
amateur shortwave bands which sounded like pure notes of F5 on the music
scale. And to complicate matters further, some of the letters of the two codes
were the same but others were not, and some were transposed from one code
to the other.
Charlie shook his head at the thought of copying code in both systems and
marvelled at the ability of the teenaged brain to keep it all straight.
Both father and son were adept at handling a bug. After a few years pounding
brass on a straight key Nate had pestered his way to a hand-me-down bug
Charlie put together from a bunch of Vibroplex bits and pieces thrown into a
desk drawer over the past two decades. The “Frankenbug” had an Original base
with parts of a Blue Racer and somehow got finished out with a couple of handcarved red Bakelite paddles - extra holes had been drilled in the base for some
long-forgotten lightning slinger who had bolted it down on his desk. The thing
looked like a monster but handled speeds up to Nate’s limit at 35 words per
minute when he worked on the ham bands, mainly chatting with Dave, his
buddy from high school across town.
After school and sports, homework and chores were done Nate would call Dave
on 80 meter CW and they would rag chew for an hour or so before turning out
the lights.
“Twenty is plenty” was Charlie’s rule and Nate never heard anyone on the wire
go much above that. Perfect copy was the point, not speed for the sake of it.
When Charlie had worked the high speed wire for Western Union over in
Cincinnati, he had his fill of higher speed code, but he
preferred the leisurely pace on the wire at Mussel man Station. He knew well
every operator along the entire division, and they worked with a steady fist and
everyone played the game –each operator’s fist was instantly recognizable by
all the operators.
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Nate was good now as an 18-year-old for 20 words per minute of American
Morse and perfect copy and that was plenty good enough for an opportunity
to start work on the railroad; until Pearl Harbour.
Charlie pushed over the black knob of his Blue Racer’s circuit closer and
began to send JK the latest news from his son…

December 26, 1941 FLAGSTAFF
Engine 3773 chuffed to a stop, steam escaping and condensing, creating a
cool fog and mist in the clear air at 7,000 feet above sea level in Flagstaff. It
was 1035 on a Sunday morning, December 23rd, 1941.
Nate Miller and a few others walked through the car and dropped to the
platform and stretched their legs.
Since leaving Chicago and winding day and night across the country they
finally had the chance to take a break and spend the next several hours while
the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway Company took care of coaling
the train and replenishing water. And a hotbox needed attention – maybe
repacking – that would keep them in Flagstaff longer than anticipated.
It was a crystal-clear day. Nate looked over the tracks and above the hotel
across Route 66 and took in the view – the peak of Mount Humphrey was
snow-capped and brilliant, towering nearly 13,000 feet at the summit and
the first real mountain he had seen.
When they passed through the central plains and prairie then dropped down
into New Mexico it was too dark to see mountains but the vast scale of the
Arizona scenery in the early morning light coming across the top of the
Grand Canyon State kept him riveted to the window.
That was a lesson in cinders and smoke from No. 3773 as he quickly learned
which was the best window seat to crack open for fresh air and keep cinders
from blinding him.
But he turned down the suggestion of his new friends, also headed to Boot
Camp in San Diego, to walk down Beaver Street and see what the town had
to offer. Nate was headed into the depot and made a beeline for the
operator. TJ had been on the day shift for years and wasn’t about to give up
his position for any other operator or even a promotion to dispatcher.
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He had the best job on the division and now it was getting even better with all
of the war traffic being handled by the Santa Fe after the war started. TJ had
kicked around the country as a boomer on many divisions in the Southwest
after starting out as a telegrapher for the lumber barons from Michigan who
came out to log the tall Ponderosa Pines of northern Arizona after they clearcut the forests of the Lower Peninsula. No one who hadn’t been there to see
it would believe just how fast a lumber operation could lay track for a new
stand of pine, put up telegraph wire, cut timber then pull the track and do it
again 10 miles away. As a boomer, TJ packed light and one of his prize
possessions as well as working man’s tool was his bug.
He kept it with him at all times, tucked away in the slick carrying case
Vibroplex made. The other operators could pick him out of a crowd when he
walked into town with it in hand. Train conductors knew what he was when
they saw him walk through a car carrying the case.
The case carrying his Vibroplex Original was battered from his lumber days,
but the precious cargo was in pristine condition – it was the tool he made his
living by and he maintained it with pride of possession bordering on
obsession. No one else touched TJ’s bug.
As he turned around to answer a question from the ticket window, he saw a
tall young man with dark hair and brown eyes looking at him with intense
interest. TJ correctly guessed this fellow had some Indian blood and he was
right – although it was quarter Shawnee, not a western tribe. There were still
some, but very few, descendants from the Shawnee tribe that populated
southern Ohio from earlier centuries.
Nate Miller, had he known it, could have traced his heritage back to
Tecumseh, the most famous of the Shawnee Indians. “Mister, can I talk with
you for a minute?”
TJ looked over at the sounder which was mute, which was unusual, then
glanced back at the young man and said, “Just one minute and that’s it – we
are mighty busy nowadays.”
As rapidly as he could get the words out, Nate explained he was on the troop
train loaded with new inductees and headed to San Diego for boot camp in
the Navy. He rushed through the explanation of his father’s work in
Musselman Station back in Ohio and asked if TJ might be able to pass along a
message to his Dad
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TJ shoved a note pad toward Nate, and he jotted down a brief message in the
railroad Morse code shorthand for his father.
It read, “GM POP GUD TRIP NW FLG MRI XMAS WL RITE SN 73 ES 88 MOM
NATE” which translated into conversational English read, “Good morning, Pop.
Good trip, now in Flagstaff, Merry Christmas will write soon. Best regards and
love and kisses to Mom. Nate.”
Time is money and the telegrapher’s shorthand kept the message to a bare
minimum and every telegrapher, either wired on the railroad or with Western
Union or wireless knew the abbreviations.
TJ looked at the message and narrowed his eyes as he looked the youth over
more closely “Did you work for the railroad in Ohio, too?”
Nate explained how he became involved in both railroad telegraphy and
amateur radio and TJ listened with keen interest – impressed that he had
planned to join the railroad as an operator. But he fully understood a young
man’s need to serve the country in war time.
“So, what do you plan to do in the Navy, young man?”
This led to a short discussion on Nate’s intent to become a Radioman and if he
could, ship out to the South Pacific. He wasn’t sure what his options would be,
but he figured once he got there and the Navy recognized his skill, they would
put him where he could do the most good. And he had read plenty of books on
sailing the ocean blue – especially in the South Pacific – as a young boy in landlocked Ohio to whet his appetite for the sailor’s life. Little did he know what
was in store for his future afloat.
TJ looked up at the ceiling and pondered what lay ahead for Nate, thinking back
over the years he roamed the country as an itinerant telegrapher, a “boomer” –
dropping in to pinch-hit as an operator for a stay of weeks to months until the
wanderlust grabbed him and he had to move on, bug in hand, to the next place.
When he met Sally in Flagstaff as a fill-in for a sick operator on the night shift,
his peripatetic nature was changed for good and he decided to stay.
Actually, Sally made the decision easy for him – it was her father that was sick,
and TJ spent a lot of time getting to know both her and her dad when he would
visit them in the afternoons before his shift began.
TJ had a weakness for willowy blondes and Sally was in every way a perfect
specimen of the type.
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Nate had taken a seat by the operator’s desk and TJ was just beginning to
imagine the places Nate would see in the Navy when the sounder interrupted
his thoughts.
While acknowledging the traffic with “I I” and “TJ” he pulled a new Form 19
down and nodded to Nate that he would see to it that his Dad got the
message.
Nate looked around the tidy station and for the first time, began to feel
homesick – the stove in the corner, the smell of the office, TJ’s Original on the
desk now steadily sending 22 words per minute.
He walked out the door, swallowing the lump in his throat and looked back at
3773 – slowly ticking over as he stepped up to his coach…

August 10, 1942- FLYING KEYS
The first sign things were going wrong were the shafts of piercing sunlight
coming from the fuselage beside his head. Normally the space he occupied
was rather dark.
Four evenly spaced holes, .303 inches in diameter, were letting the hot Pacific
sun through to Illuminate his radio stack on the PBY – the noise from the two
radial engines above him on the wing along with his headphones masked the
sound as the machine gun rounds from the Zero raked the aircraft.
The starboard waist gunner behind him opened up as the Zero overflew them
then the portside gunner took over, firing his .50 calibre Browning machine
gun with a deft touch and a bit of deflection. The pilot stayed on his course for
an instant too long – it only took a few of the heavy rounds in the right place
to bring down the lightweight Zero which trailed smoke and began to pitch
uncontrollably, ending in a vicious nose-dive into the sea. More experienced
pilots knew better than to fly straight near an enemy aircraft for any length of
time and usually a high-speed strafing pass would be the safest bet.
Unless the gunner you faced was an exceptional marksman. In the few
seconds the gunner leaned out of the bubble canopy to look down at the
splash, another Zero came in from the starboard side and stitched a line of
holes through the top of the fuselage and across the flight engineer’s seat then
high-tailed it out of the area, jinking like a madman.
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Lucky for the engineer that he bent down to pick up his E-6B flight computer
that had fallen off his lap when the slugs tore through the seat back and lucky
for the Zero pilot that the portside gunner had looked down when he roared
past at 300 miles per hour.
Sending Morse code in a cramped PBY’s radio “shack” while being pursued and
shot at by Zero’s was nerve-wracking and it took all of Nate’s concentration to
keep a steady fist. He sent the customary string of 8 dits to indicate error in his
message then repeated the latitude and longitude the Navigator had handed
him for the Japanese cruiser, three destroyers and a row of towed barges
loaded with troops headed down the Slot for Guadalcanal. He sent the lat/lon
first at his customary 20 words per minute then slowed down to 12 WPM for
the second time. He wanted to be absolutely certain he got the message
through on this transmission in case there wasn’t another chance.
This was the second time they had been chased by Zeroes since the Marines of
the 1st Marine
Division had landed on the island on the 7th of August 1942. In a fleeting
moment Nate thought how glad he was that his J-47 straight key was bolted
down to the small desk that sat under the frequency meter. He could loosen
the wing nuts under the desk and take his key with him if he had to fly in
another PBY but so far he had been assigned to the crew of the “Galloping
Goose “and no one had noticed the bolt holes he had drilled one night when no
one was around. He had tuned the key to his liking, and he planned to carry it
with him everywhere he went.
But in fact, everything was bolted down everywhere since the PBY got slammed
hard when it landed in the open ocean on swells, nothing like the smooth
landings on the mirror-like waters at the seaplane base.
Luganville was the seaplane base established earlier in the Second Channel,
created between the islands of Espiritu Santo and the New Hebrides Islands
that gave the Catalina’s strategic coverage of the planned operations beginning
with Guadalcanal. The Marines and soon the US Army would island-hop
through the South Pacific then turn north and eventually land on Japan’s
doorstep.
The B-29’s would finish the job from Tinian Island but that was years away.
Although Nate had tried to use the Navy’s J-45 “leg-key” clamped to his leg, he
despised the thing– his fist suffered with turbulence and every rapid, jerky
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movement of the aircraft. He prided himself on a crisp, clean fist and was known
in the fleet in short order for attention to his sending.
But that wasn’t possible with a leg-key. That and his leg muscles were too big for
a comfortable fit.
Once the CW message was received at Henderson Field’s communications post
Nate knew the F4F’s would scramble if they hadn’t already seen the enemy
ship’s movement on their CAP.
Each sector around the compass rose centred on the field was given to a flight of
Wildcats for Combat Air Patrol duty and this early in the campaign for
Guadalcanal the Japanese were still bold enough to try daylight runs to shore up
their troops on the island. After the campaign settled into long, drawn out
months of combat and savage naval battles the troop movements would shift to
operations under cloud cover on dark moonless nights.
It’s curious how the mind works during moments of extreme danger – this flight
was a prime example of combat stress reaction when Nate made light of his
brush with death, turning it into a joke.
“Man that was close. How did I get here?” laughed Nate in a shaky voice as he
jumped down off the plane with Lance Chadwick, the portside waist gunner,
after they landed in the bay at Luganville.
“What do you mean?” replied Lance, “we all got here the same way – we
enlisted…”
Nate explained, “I mean – hey, I graduated at the top of my class at Radio “A”
School in San Diego after Boot Camp and was supposed to get my choice of duty
stations. They only said that it would have to meet the needs of the Navy. So
here I am, in an airplane of all things and I almost got shot down in a PBY. What I
really wanted to be was a Radioman on a destroyer, maybe a cruiser, or even a
battleship. Holy cow – maybe even an aircraft carrier! But an airplane? “Well,
you know what they say – there’s the right way, the wrong way and the Navy
way!” Lance laughed, shaking his head. Every boot in the Navy heard that one
before they spent a full month becoming a Blue Jacket.
Lance had shown interest in Nate’s work as a Radioman on the seaplane. He
himself was a Gunner’s Mate striker – a Seaman who was working toward the
weapons rating in the Navy’s hierarchy of jobs. Nate and Lance were the same
age, 19, but Nate was already an RM3 a Radioman 3rd Class Petty Officer
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and obviously knew a great deal about the complex radio gear on board their
aircraft.
When Lance had the opportunity, he would look over Nate’s shoulder at his
operation of the radio set and was particularly fascinated by the way he could
work the telegraph key and communicate with other Navy radioman all over
their area. When they were still in the seaplane base Nate occasionally let Lance
listen in on his headphones to Morse code being sent which had the effect of
deepening Lance’s interest in radio communications. And on occasion, Nate
would tune in stations in New Zealand and Australia which were intriguing –
Lance had never heard such accents. Nate readily shared his knowledge and
enthusiasm for radio – the far-thinking machine gunner knew there was more
future in radio then in his rapidly improving skill in shooting down enemy
fighters. That is, if he survived the war which had just begun for their PBY, and so
far, it was looking grim.
Although he was a fine marksman, honed by a boyhood in which he grew up
hunting mule deer and elk in Colorado with his father, the main difference for
Lance, other than the calibre of the gun, was that wild game didn’t shoot back
As they left the PBY and headed up the crushed coral path to the thatched roof
over the open sided enlisted men’s place of refuge for a beer, Nate began to tell
Lance how he got into radio in the first place…

References: PBY-Catalina Amphibious Seaplane
To be continued.. - Ed.
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I always enjoy reading KeyNote, I gain much joy in reading the history of old
keys, and I thank you for the hard work that goes into its publication, I have
written a short article on how simple it is to make dust covers for larger keys.
I have a small collection of keys which I like to display, however there is the
old problem that they become dusty, my house is carpeted and when
hoovering the dreaded dust is kicked up covering everything in sight . I have
seen dust covers advertised for smaller keys, however there seems to be
nothing I can find for the larger ones.
I love to eat grapes and one day had the idea of using the cases to cover my
keys. In picture 1 you can see 2 cases, they may have to be cleaned up, and
the cases have holes in and therefore would let dust through. Just take the
other case and cut one side out , then trim it to cover the holes, then apply a
small amount of glue at the corners and place to the inside of the other case
as shown in pics 2 and 3 to cover the holes. Depending on the size of the key
you may have to cut out a small square at the end as in pic 4.
Pics 5 and 6 show the finished product, tools needed glue and scissors, and
patience, ask your friends if they eat grapes to save the containers. I hope that
I have converted key collectors to become grape eaters also hi.
73 de Keith G3YZZ.

Pic#1

Pic#4

Pic#2

Pic#3

pic#5

pic#6
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Which is best, FT8 or CW? (A light-hearted look)

G3CWI #7160

Which is best, FT8 or CW?
In the latest of his "Radio Adventures" YouTube series, Richard G3CWI of
SOTABEAMS takes a light-hearted look at whether FT8 or CW is better during a
portable activation.
Since Richard launched the Radio Adventures series in November it has grown
to having over 15 videos covering topics such as magnetic loop antennas and
making a portable 80-10m doublet. Also included in the mix are more general
videos such as looking at the best seating options for operating in the field. The
focus is always on the more adventurous side of amateur radio with new
content uploaded weekly.
URL: http://bit.ly/ft8vscw
73
Richard Newstead
G3CWI #7160
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Worn out, useless and kaput

Tom G3VBS F15915

WORN OUT, USELESS AND KAPUT
Yes, those old Morse keys. Why and what is it that makes people want to buy
them? They are old, dirty and corroded; many will never send Morse again.
Perhaps with considerable work and effort in renovation they may be brought
back to life one way or another!
But, is it worth the effort? The contacts in a lot of cases are worn out (And there
never was any spare parts) the return or compression spring tired, rusty and
probably kinked or twisted. The key was probably written off, many years
previously, after a working life, as beyond economic repair. Then it’s brought
back into use by someone in the past with little financial resources, but time to
spare; then once again after possibly some not quite adequate performance,
finally given up on as a bad job. Put in the cupboard, or in the attic out of the
way, to further deteriorate, gather dust and dirt and be forgotten about. Then
penultimately they are found once again, one way or another and put on sale at
some radio amateur rally; and believe it or not someone will buy them for a few
pounds and once again try to bring them back to life, recycled, dusted,
polished, and made presentable; nevertheless they remain unusable. But on it
goes repeatedly!! Why??
I put it down to nostalgia, that is the thought of the previous owners, that
perhaps it was used in the first World War; perhaps by a wireless operator on
board ship in the merchant navy, or perhaps even by someone working for the
Marconi Company. Was it ever used to report an adjacent ship sinking, or in
difficulties? Did it send messages reporting dead, missing or bankrupt people on
a famous liner leaving Liverpool for New York, or was it on a tramp steamer
taking coals to Newcastle!
But in the end, it remains a mystery and by the passage of time will remain so.
So, why do we buy them? They no longer have any use – finished, kaput, no
good and worn out!!
But, they have something about them regardless.
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Tom G3VBS 15915

How do I approach old keys? If bought privately from a seller, I ask who used
it, and where did it come from? One of my keys, a Marconi Z50; no serial
number, came from the son of a SK amateur who had been the radio operator
on the Royal Research Ship RRS Bransfield who took the key as a keepsake
when she was scrapped in 2000.
A Marconi 365A, serial number 3495 came from the Diplomatic Wireless
Service at Nairobi when it closed down. HF telegraphy communications were
overtaken by technology. I just happened to be visiting 5Z4OT in Nairobi when
an operator from the Embassy arrived, giving the keys away. I must admit to
having worked the operator and 5Z4OT from my workplace next door in
Tanzania.
The Marconi 365EZ I have came from a merchant marine telegraphy school in
London via Ebay, but no other history. A Marconi/Pryce Edwards NATO key I
bought new un-issued advertised in Wireless World about 1970 as surplus; still
in its military wrappings. A Lennart Petterson number 753 bought new when
the company was still making keys about the same time.
Others I have no idea of previous history prior to my purchase. But what I do
is, is to either put sticky labels on the bottom of the key, or in the casing cover
giving the source, and date of purchase, and the seller. A recent acquisition
being a Swedish Post Office key in beautiful working condition manufactured
by Lars Ericsson; stamped on the lever “Telepon A/S Lars Ericsson Stockholm”.
The seller in Sweden was a dealer, on asking the history of the key; it
appeared that he’d bought it at an effects auction of an amateur radio
operator. He did go to the trouble on my behalf of asking the auctioneers of
the estate who he was, but they declined to give the information.
So, to end the story, just where does this leave us? I don’t know.. But perhaps
there is something left in the keys by the previous owners/custodians..
A little bit of a ghost perhaps!

Tom G3VBS #15915
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The FISTS PENTAGON Iambic key

Peter G0KOK #13226

I have for quite some time had an idea in my head for an Iambic Key with an
unusual feature as a construction project, in the early eighties whilst
still G6USA and leaning the code, I went on my annual visit to the Brighton
Rally; for many years now sadly no more, what a rally that was as many of you
will remember. I noticed a beautiful key on one of the many stands, very large
and light blue in colour, I later learned that what I had purchased for the
princely sum of £12.00 was a NATO Navy Key, I was struck by the simplicity of
its construction with the heart of the operation being a spring steel hinge
arrangement that operated as both pivot and tensioning adjustment, not long
after that I took my NATO key along and used it to pass my Morse Test at my
first attempt.
(Images: page 2 of the publication)
At the beginning of last November I decided to make the long held idea for a key
as my winter workshop project, finally at the start of February this year 2020 I
completed the key, however, on a couple of occasions I nearly gave up in
frustration there were no plans to work from so there was a lot of ‘trial and
error’, with the cover off of my NATO Key I laid it on its side and worked out
what to do using the same principle but as an Iambic Key with two arms, I
decided to make the base from mild steel and all the other components in
stainless steel that way I could get a good shine on it, stainless steel is the most
awful metal to construct anything with it is hard to machine and deal with, the
first test was to locate some stainless spring steel strap 30mm I thought would
be about the right width, I found a supplier in Germany and ordered 300mm of
0.50mm strip, as work progressed I soon realised that 0.50mm thick was too
strong on the short arms of the Iambic arrangement, so, another order was
placed for a strip of 0.30mm this proved to be just about right for rigidity and
scope for tension adjustment.
Weight is 3.2 pounds and measures about 5.5 inches at its widest point, the
contacts were culled from a GPO relay and supplied by G4NNZ at the Newark
Rally, thanks Gino.
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The FISTS PENTAGON Iambic key

Peter G0KOK #13226

The other little touch I had in mind was to machine the base into a pentagon
shape to emulate the FISTS badge and to paint it the same blue as the badge,
the closest match I could find was a Ford Olympic Blue spray can in Halfords, I
am pleased with the result but would like to now pull it to pieces measure all
the parts and rebuild it now I know all the pitfalls, eager to give the key a tryout
I went on air (for the first time this year) and made contact with Charlie
MM0OUU in Kilwinning 599 report, ironically Charlie is a retired RN RO and has
had the pleasure of operating a NATO Key during his career so knew exactly
what I was about, I do have a couple of other ideas for unusual keys and I hope
to construct them at a later time if and when this article is published in KeyNote
I will put some more pictures on the FISTS face-book page there are too many
to publish here.
Peter G0KOK/8P9CC #13226

CLUB SALES

Anne Webb

Hello All.
I’m still having problems with orders from members who inadvertently omit,
or forget to include relevant information when ordering from club sales.
I need to impress on you the importance of this information.
Can you please enclose a piece of paper containing the following information,
in address style format
(What you require)
MEMBERSHIP NUMBER
Mr/Mrs/Ms Any One
123 Any Street
Any Town
Any County
(Any) Post code
This will help me dispatch your order much more quickly..
Thanks, Anne
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Chuck Spence M0AVW SK

M0CDL/EI6KT #5592

Charles (Chuck) Spence M0AVW was born within Nottingham Forest in 1942.
His teenage years saw him become a member of the Derbyshire Peak District
cave rescue team, travelling by train to wherever needed rescuing stranded
cavers, pot-holers etc. These times also saw him employed in wet fish shop, a
foundry and unusually looking after Elephants in Chipperfields circus!
1962 saw Chuck enlist into the army by joining the Royal Horse Guards (The
blues) at Windsor and he was put in Templeton Troop for 12 weeks training.
He completed this and was then posted to A Squadron. In October that year
the regiment was posted to Herford in West Germany. Chuck was based at
Herford Barracks and continued his training. He became driver, gunner and
signaler in Ferret Armored Cars and motorbike dispatch riding.
He spent four years there, returning back to Windsor just after England won
the football world cup in 1966.
After leaving the army chuck moved to the North East and worked firstly in
bakery, after doing other forms of employment, he went on to train as a
master floor tiler, set up his own company and work all over the country on
various contracts.
Chuck’s years in the household Cavalry
were filled with travel and excitement,
one story he used enjoy sharing was the
time when himself and YL Mandy were
stopped at a border crossing between
Holland and Germany, Chuck was asked
to empty his pockets, out came batteries,
matches, string, elastic bands and all
manner of things. The guards looked at
him somewhat bewildered and thought
he was a little strange to say the least. It was then a little white tablet rolled
across the floor from Chuck’s pocket in what seemed like slow motion, both
guards pounced on the tablet whilst Chuck in fluent German advised that it
was simply a travel sickness tablet. Off to two separate interview rooms;
Chuck and Mandy now went on to explain them-selves and convince the
guards it was exactly what he said it was! His time in the cavalry gave him a
great affinity with animals; he and Mandy went on to own five horses, dogs,
parrots, guinea pigs, plus help raise funds for the Guide Dogs for the blind.
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Chuck Spence M0AVW SK

M0CDL/EI6KT #5592

In later life Chuck decided he wanted to learn Morse code and approached
G4WZD who told him he needed a Ham radio licence, he studied at Billingham
College, passed the City & Guilds exam and gained the call M1ADF.
G0VLK and G4WZD taught him Morse code, he sat and took the 12wpm test and
became M0AVW. His passion for the code developed and became a QSL
manager for the RSGB, he joined FISTS and contacted G3ZQS offering his
services. He became QSL manager for FISTS whilst looking after the RSGB QSL
manager’s position.
Sadly Chuck’s health started to deteriorate. He suffered a stroke and never really
recovered. He was plagued with more strokes, pneumonia and other associated
infections. Sadly he became SK in September 2019 surrounded by family. He is
survived by YL Mandy, sons Brett and Nathan + daughter-in- laws and six
grandchildren. The family would like to thank all at the society for the floral
tribute received from “All at FISTS”
“Rest easy trooper, your time is done”
John, M0CDL/EI6KT #5592
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Activities Report

David G4YVM #15868

Greetings once again, from the desk of your esteemed activities manager (or
maybe that should just be steamed!!). I feel steamed some days – thankfully the
sonorous and relaxing tappings of my Morse keys brings blessed relief.
So, what’s been happening in activities land…? I was visiting Martin, M0MWS
just recently and he was showing me his newly acquired radio, a Tentec Corsair
2. Now, I have a couple of Tentecs myself, but not a fabled Corsair 2 (the old
saying is that you can’t have just ONE Tentec) so was very much looking forward
to seeing and hearing this one. The C2 gets tremendously good reports on eHam
and when I was on a TT reflector recently the C2 was praised highly indeed.
Martin’s example is exceptional – see photo – in that it is as clean as the day it
left the factory. When Martin took the lid off it was the same inside, not a scrap
of fluff or dust anywhere. That is unusual.

When we turned it on the thing sounded as good as we had been led to believe in fact it was this fact that brought me there in the first place because Martin
was not sure he was hearing the thing correctly. M0MWS has had some nice kit
and he works in high end electronics, so when something seems too good to be
true it rings alarm bells. He phoned me up and said I’d better go over and tell
him he wasn’t going mad. So I did. And I did. The audio on cw is beyond
compare. The sensitivity seemed too good as well – the S meter didn’t seem
right. So we tested it with some rather quality test gear…and the S meter was
spot on.
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No, it just seems that the Corsair 2 is actually an exceptional piece of kit for weak
signal CW working. It is another example of Tentec technology. Incidentally,
what amazed me was the Corsair’s zero-beat / spot function. Usually the zero
beat is either a audio ‘spot’ tone which I, and many, find difficult to hear or it is a
simple but expensive LCD marker which drifts up and down. This rig’s is
simplicity because it harks back to an earlier age. When you press the zero beat
button you remove the cw note shift – thus you actually zero beat the cw signal.
Releasing the ‘spot’ button re-inserts your sidetone shift and voila! on the right
freq. It’s beautifully simple, anyone can use it and it’s wonderful. I wish all rigs
would do that (the only one I have that does is my Walford kits Trx).
If your activities do not yet include diving into the Tentec pool, you ought to wet
your feet: If CW is your thing then Tentec is for you. And these old rigs are
cheap. In fact my first Tentec, an Argonaut 515 (which I repaired and have
mentioned before) was free.
If you fancy spending a bit more then buy a later model – I also have an Orion 2
and that, like the Corsair 2, is a weak-signal workers dream ticket. There are lots
of horror stories about Tentec obsolescence- but I recall similar stories about
‘tin whiskers’ killing all rigs made after 1990 and that hasn’t happened yet either.
Fingers crossed!
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Straight Key week 2020
This year we are holding SKW a little earlier than is customary. In fact we are
simply putting back nearer the time when it used to be held, before it somehow
slipped to a winter activity.
This year SKW will be July 1�� – 7�� is Wednesday – Tuesday; a little
unconventional, but why not? This at least makes it the right calendar dates so
should be easier to remember and it also stops it stopping and starting over a
weekend, which can get a bit “test-y”. I know a lot of people do like the SK week
activity so I hope this finds favour with you all. Remember, ANY manual key can
be used, even a cootie. Just not an electronic key or a bug key. For the
pedantic: a bug key is not manual, it is semi automatic which must make it only
semi manual…
Martin, M0MWS again, has developed a recent interest in straight keys and has
been using an old Czech military key which so many of us also have. I then gave
him my old 1980s GW Morse keys brass thumper that I use on my old T1154 and
his eyes lit up. There’s a nice feel to the Czech key but the feel of a good solid
lump o’brass is something to behold. Those of you used to lighter keys, try to
get your hands on a big old pump action…try something new and see how you
get on. Don’t forget to tell us!!

Czech military key

Marconi 971. Probably one of
the worst keys I have ever
met. Clunky, cheap, tinny,
loose…pick a word!
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Paul, M0BMN, is
offering simple straight
key kits…see photo.
These are very basic
keys made from pcb.
They work ok as
portable keys or as a
standby unit.

Word Search 2020
A fair few seemed to enjoy the Word Search activity last year so I thought, why
not…. This year’s is a little more sobering but hopefully just as fun. This year we
are going from August 1�� 0001HRS to October 30�� 2359HRS Times GMT. The
rules for WS 2020 are as last year – found in full on the FISTS site – but basically
entrants can use ANY letter from a FISTS suffix but they cannot use a callsign
more than once under any circumstances. Work as many FISTS as you need to in
order to spell the phrase…simple as that. A results table based on first in,
second in etc will be published. See the website for full rules.
Now, the fun of Word Search is finding the letters to build the phrase, but what
phrase?? I try to find something Morse related and this years is…
"'For God’s sake send us assistance!'. De SS Treveal"
If that sounds urgent then you should read the full story. By the way, the
punctuation marks are NOT required for the activity.
The SS Treveal (the second such named to be lost in just a few years.) was a
freighter carrying ore from India. As she came to the UK she stopped for a pilot,
but none was found. Ordered to proceed, pilotless, against her captain’s wishes
she foundered off Kimmeridge and was lost in a storm with almost all crew (just
7 out of 43 survived). The last message ordered sent by her skipper was our
wordsearch phrase. Desperation indeed. I have no name for the valiant RO at
the key nor do I know whether he survived – history usually tells us that he did
not.
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Have a read up on Treveal – it’s a tragic story but just to confuse you there were
two such ships lost. The first was torpedoed in 1918 whereas our Treveal sank in
January 1920.
Dunkirk
Another anniversary this year (well, every year I suppose) is the Dunkirk little
ships commemoration of operation DYNAMO (The Dunkirk evacuation, codenamed Operation Dynamo and also known as the Miracle of Dunkirk, was the
evacuation of Allied soldiers during World War II from the beaches and harbour
of Dunkirk, in the north of France, between 26 May and 4 June 1940.). This year
is the 80�� and the association is running a huge crossing from Ramsgate to
Dunkirk. I am in close talks with the Association’s press office so I know I can
reprint the following:
80th Anniversary Return to Dunkirk May 2020
The Association plans to return to Dunkirk in May 2020 to commemorate the
80th anniversary of Operation Dynamo. It is expected that around 50 Little Ships
escorted by the RNLI and the Royal Navy will take part in the Return.
The Association of Dunkirk Little Ships has organised a Commemorative Return
every five years, the first official ADLS Return taking place in 1975. Despite the
average age of the Little Ships now being close to 85 years it is anticipated that
this Return will be as well supported as ever. The task of taking this many
elderly, traditional vessels across one of the world busiest shipping lanes is by no
means insignificant. In fact, the event is quite unique. With the exception of a
small number of vessels that are operated by 'Trusts', all Little Ships are privately
owned and receive no financial or other assistance from any public body or NGO
Events planned include the following:
Please note, this list will be updated on an occasional basis as more details are
received.
All times local (UK time UTC +1; French time UTC +2
Monday 18th to Wednesday 20th May
Little Ships arrive Ramsgate
Wednesday 20th May - time and details to be advised
Commemoration service, Ramsgate
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Thursday 21st May
0530 First Little Ships depart Ramsgate (weather dependant)
0730 Little Ships departure complete (weather dependant)
1600 (approx.) Little Ships arrive in the Basin du Commerce, Dunkirk (weather
dependant)
Friday 22nd May
1100 Service at Commonwealth War Graves Cemetery - organised by CWG
Commission and Dunkirk Authorities. This event is open for the public to attend.
17:30 Official Reception in Dunkirk Town Hall for ADLS skippers and crews.
Private event by invitation only.
Saturday 23rd May
11:00 80th Anniversary of Operation Dynamo commemorative ceremony at
Allied Monument organised by Dunkirk authorities. This event is open for the
public to attend.
PM – tbc Inauguration of new monument in town of Zuydcoote organiser –
Zuydcoote authorities. This event is open to the public to attend.
18:00 ADLS Commemorative Cruise Supper – Villa Blanche. Private ticketed
event.
Sunday 24th May
11:00 Quayside Service, Bassin du Commerce organised by the Association of
Dunkirk Little Ships. This event is open for the public to attend.
URL: http://www.adls.org.uk/t1/content/80th-anniversary-return-dunkirk-may2020

If you live nearby it might be a fun thing to go and see…maybe do some /P
operation??
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In order to join the fun FISTS will be running a simple activity. During the period
18th May 0001z to 5th June 2359z, which date covers both the memorial event
and the actual operation dates, the activity is to simply work as many stations
around Dunkirk and Dover (the operation was run from Dover) as you can.
Remember it is FUN. Exchanges should be normal but more points will be
awarded for stations within 50 miles of Dover or Dunkirk. Distances will be
based on Locator distances.
A Dunkirk Little Ship, Papillon
Locators do NOT need to be
exchanged but you MUST enter
the locator of the station into
your log. It could therefore be
that finding his locator is your
responsibility if he or she doesn’t
know their locator (most VHF ops
do, many HF ops do not). Locator
is shown as the Grid Square in
qrz.com so is easy to find out. The scores are 1pt per qso, 3 pts per qso within
50 miles of either Dunkirk or Dover castle. Locators do not need to be
exchanged but do need entering in the log. Locators for the two anchor points
have been calculated by Graham for use in the logs.
Incidentally I will be getting some special events callsigns for use by Andover
Club during the crossing. I might tweak the rules and say they are worth 10
point…watch this space and don’t quote me.

Final bits and bobs…
I am hearing good things from Dave, G0AYD that he is finally getting another
Omega rig on the air. Let us know how it goes Dave. Good CW rigs I think.
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Keith, G0HKC has yet to fully test his WolfWave filter…come on Keith, we need
reports!!
Paul, M0BMN, is having
grave difficulty getting
boards for his latest kits
because of severe Corona
related log-jams in China,
source of the PCBs which is
a real pity because the
filters he is currently
making are excellent little
SCAF jobbies that bring
signals right out of the
noise. Aforementioned
Dave, G0AYD, is using one
of the twin pass and filters
and it works a treat. I
haven’t yet pried it from
Dave’s paws but I have
used the simpler Mk 1 and
can report that it’s superb.
SCAF filter protype from
Paul, M0BMN
Paul is also producing rather nice 12 memory cwkeyers which also serve as
Winkey emulators, but due to some reliability issues with compatibility he isn’t
offering these as winkeyers I believe. They are jolly good keyers though. Each
memory is accessed by a separate button on my model (I haven’t fitted them
yet). Your kit might vary! 12 memory keyer without buttons
I think that’s it for this time.
Keep using the code!
David G4YVM F15868
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Many of us use ‘older’ classics as second (or first!) receivers on the amateur
bands but many lack the filtering needed on the busy bands especially with all
the contests that seem to run most weekends, well, can you add extra filtering
to such radios? Yes you can, and you can do so without buying OEM crystal
filters etc that are as rare as hens teeth and very expensive to buy if you do find
one.
The easier option is to look at adding a CW filter to the audio stage. There are a
number of different type of filters but which is best? Lets look at a few types and
see which offers the best ‘bang for your buck’ as our friends the other side of the
pond would say.
The most simple is the passive filter type. Most radios are designed for SSB/AM
reception and so if your lucky will have a filter of around 3Khz fitted or even
higher if its designed for AM with a just a BFO for SSB/CW reception.

This is the simplest filter you could
try, if R=2k2 and C =0.1uF you will
have a cut of point of about 700Hz.
It will be a improvement and
reduce some of the high frequency
noise but the filter is not Sharp and
still needs to be improved. That
said at just a few pence cost its
worth trying. Such a filter will need
to be flitted just before the volume
control of the radio.
The next type of filter we could look at will give us a much better level of
performance. The active filter.
For this we use a Op-amp and a few resistors/capacitors.
Again there are many different filter designs and types, the one here was
designed by Tim Walford (G3PCJ) of Walford Electronics Ltd. He as allowed us to
reproduce the circuit and in fact I (M0BMN) am going to offer this as a mini kit in
the very near future. Tim offers a wide range of good value kits that work well.
Its worthwhile having a look at the range of kits he offers on his web site
www.walfords.net, if you order anything let him know where you heard about
him.
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This little filter as a peak between 500-900Hz and should be fitted just before
the volume control and amplifier in a receiver. You will be impressed by its
performance vs it cost.
So far the filters we have looked at all require the receiver to be modified to
insert the filter in the audio chain. Another type of filter is the SCAF filter, this
is one I like. SCAF filters are often used as a separate standalone add on. The
output from your receiver goes into the filter and the filters output goes to a
speaker. SCAF filters are normally adjustable and offer very good stop band
rejection. They are typically more expensive than the op-amp filter above but
do offer an improvement in performance. There are number of commercial
filters (and a few kits) out there (watch this space!). The SCAF is still an
analogue type filter and so doesn’t add any strange artefact’s to the audio.
The next upgrade (some may say) is the add-on DSP type filter, now if you
have a modern radio you may well already have a DSP audio filter built in to
your radio. Now heres the problem, the DSP filtering can have problems with
making the audio sound watery and hollow, not a sound I like myself but they
do offer brick wall type filtering outside of their passband. Such units as the
WimoWolfWave DSP filter and the BHI Range of add-ons are very popular but
expensive examples.
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Whatever filter you go for you can get a worthwhile improvement, personally I
like the analogue type and I would recommend a simple op-amp type add on if
you are looking at fitting an internal filter or a SCAF for stand alone applications.
Of course ANY audio filter can have problems with the audio being pumped by
the AGC of the receiver if a strong unwanted signal is in the receivers audio pass
band. The best filters will be built into the RF side of the receiver but it can still
be an advantage to follow these filters with an audio filter as I find it can greatly
reduce high frequency noise to make the QSO more pleasant. This is just my
opinion from spending some time comparing and playing with a range of filter
options but please feel free to disagree.
The best filter after all is between your two ears! Let me know what filters you
use…Paul M0BMN

Phoenix Kits online

M0BPT #5576

FISTS Free kits for Clubs Scheme
I am sure many of you will know that M0BMN is producing a number of different
kits as well as the FISTS Morse Tutor. So many in fact it made things easier for
FISTS to run the kit side separately without financial support from FISTS.
But Paul is not running this side as an profit making venture but instead using
profits from the sale of the kits to fund a new scheme. The Scheme is designed
to help small clubs that run training courses as part of the new licence
requirements. At the end of each year profits from the sale of the kits will fund
as many free kits as possible for registered clubs across the UK. Last year many
kits where sent out to a number of different clubs for their students and its
hoped to do the same thing again this year. It is hoped we can help and
encourage new blood into this great hobby.
To be part of this new scheme please contact Paul with you club details to be put
on the register of supported clubs for this year’s give away.
Paul is doing this under the name of ‘Phoenix Kits’ and as a web site showing the
range of kits available which seems to grow and grow, have a look
www.phoenixkitsonline.co.uk and Paul can be reached via email at
m0bmn@fists.co.uk . At the time of writing Paul is self-isolating for health
reasons and has suspended sales until this difficult time passes but keep an eye
on his site for details.
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Phoenix Kits
Profits from sales to fund Novice Training Scheme projects
Example of some of our kits available
See details on the web site URL: http://www.phoenixkitsonline.co.uk
( Prices here are UK members only, DX Contact Mail: m0bmn@yahoo.co.uk )

The Popular FISTS Morse Tutor (New
MK3 Version ) FMT :£25 inc P&P
QSK-1 Iambic Keyer memory Keyer
(New Improved version)
£9.50 inc P&P
Magic Eye CW Centre Tune
Indicator
£10.00 inc P&P
Flat Pack Key great for
emergency/Backpack/Student use! £5.00 inc P&P

Simple Practice Oscillator £ 7.50 inc P&P
(Plus many more on the new website)
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Club Sales
Leather Key Ring
£2 inc. UK delivery

Enamelled Club Badge
£2 inc. UK delivery

Vinyl car window stickers £1 inc. UK delivery.
Note: these are printed in reverse so they
can be stuck on the inside of a window.

Standard QSL Cards
£8.50 for 100 cards inc. UK delivery

FISTS Collection £4.50 inc. UK delivery
£5.50 inc. delivery outside Europe.
We now have a replacement for the Morse training CDs we
have offered for a number of years, the new FISTS
Collection disc. This disc (DVD) contains:
● Beginners' training course by K7QO (MP3 format) with its
read-back texts.
● G0NZA improvers' course (MP3 format).
● Complete archive collection of our magazine Key Note
up to February 2018.
● Software, training videos and much more too.
The disc comes with a 40 page A5 booklet giving advice for
the newcomer to the hobby and the full text of the G0NZA
training course.
Note: The old single discs are no longer available and all outstanding orders will receive this
new package.
(Thanks to Chuck K7QO and Mary G0NZA for allowing FISTS to produce the disc.)
Ordering Orders for club Items can be paid for by cheque drawn on a UK bank made
out to FISTS or PayPal to sales@fists.co.uk. (For credit or debit card, see the website.)
P����� include your name, address and details of what you are ordering!
If sending a cheque, write your member number and call-sign on the back.
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